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*Upcoming Features:* * *Multi-Level Importing* This means that different modules can be imported from different import paths * *Python 2.7+* This means that PyInstaller will pick the best available Python version, no matter which is installed. ## The Required Tools: The tools that PyInstaller takes advantage of should already be present in your system. Here are some of the dependencies
(the full list is in the [requirements.txt]( * *Git* PyInstaller is a free open source project. Make sure to clone and update to the latest version from the [main repository]( * *Node.js* If you wish to build executables for Python version 2.7 you'll need [Node.js]( * *Python* If you wish to build executables for Python version 3.5 or newer you'll need [Python]( * *Pip* If you wish to build

executables for Python version 2.7 you'll need [Pip]( * *Cython* If you wish to build executables for Python version 3.5 or newer you'll need [Cython]( and [Cythonize]( * *PyYAML* Python 3.5 and above (recommended) If you wish to build executables for Python version 3.5 or newer you'll need [PyYAML]( ## The Basics: Running any Python program
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PyInstaller is a Python module that converts Python scripts into standalone executables. It's command-line tool that can be used to pack as well as unpack Python modules to Windows, Linux, and OS X. PyInstaller makes it easy to produce a standalone Python application that can be executed by any Python interpreter. PyInstaller is a free open-source tool that creates native executables with
embedded platform support for Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. PyInstaller is simple to use. You can create a stand-alone package by running the PyInstaller command-line tool with a single Python module as the input argument. PyInstaller produces an executable ZIP file that contains the output file. The PyInstaller tool and the output file can then be further customized. It's possible to bundle
PyQt libraries inside the output file, to add custom launchers for Windows, or any configuration settings with the --spec option. PyInstaller can also be run from the command-line to pack, test, and verify a file created by the tool. The PyInstaller tool can pack: Python module formats such as scripts, class files, library modules, and C/C++ modules. Scripts with an embedded Python interpreter.
Executable Python files. Embedded Python source. The minimum Python files or modules that can be included in the input stream are scripts with embedded Python interpreter or modules using the "executable" language. The Python interpreter contained in the file is native to the platform being generated for. On Windows and Linux, the interpreter loaded into the newly created application is
the Python executable installed by default. On OS X, the system Python interpreter is used. On Windows, PyInstaller can embed up to 6 interpreters, providing support for Python 2, 3, or PyPy. Supported modules: Python 2.6, 2.7, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and pypy. PyQt. Python 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and pypy. PySide. PyOpenGL. PySide2. Tkinter. The rest of Python applications that

could be part of the input stream. Input files are included as if they were scripts that define the inputs and outputs of the PyInstaller generated module. Py 09e8f5149f
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PyInstaller package bundler is one of the most popular tools for bundling Python programs into stand-alone executables. PyInstaller is a Python module that bundles Python software packages into executable code. It has a GUI that you can use to design a bundle, and it will also generate command-line tools and scripts to create the exectuable from the design. The purpose of PyInstaller is to make
it easy for people to create native executables from Python programs. It does this by converting a source into several binary files and a platform-specific directory that stores the Python shared libraries, along with an entry script to run the executable. PyInstaller can bundle Python programs in a single file called a "bundle", and it can bundle them into a standalone executable or into a distributable
which is identical to the executable except that you can distribute multiple bundles at once. PyInstaller does not convert the source code into a completely different file format. Instead it converts it into an intermediate representation called the "pyc" file format. The pyc file format looks like the source code, but it is actually a set of bytes that PyInstaller compresses and assembles into an
executable. The pyc file format is meant to be intermediate and to be converted back to a file of source code, so that it can be edited or modified in a text editor. It does not actually need to be recompiled to change the source. PyInstaller was inspired by a similar utility called xar, which was developed by a small team at SourceForge. PyInstaller Configuration: PyInstaller uses a configuration file
to set up the packaging options. This file is ``PYTHONHASHSEED``, and it contains one or more tuples with each tuple having a name and a value. Here is the list of available options: * ``PYTHONHASHSEED`` the random seed to use when creating hashes for the Python shared libraries. * ``BUILD_EXE`` if 1 it builds an executable file, if 0 it makes a distribution. If a number is provided it
specifies the executable filename size. * ``HOMEWINDOWS``, ``HOMEGROUP``, ``CACHEDIR`` specify where to place the import cache (for performance reason). * ``CACHEDIR_STANDALONE`` if specified, is used to cache the import cache as a standalone executable.

What's New in the PyInstaller?

PyInstaller is a tool to create standalone self-extracting windows executables from Python projects. It allows to create a single executable from a Python project, including the script's external dependencies like modules or packages. This executable is statically linked to all the required modules at build time, so its size is small and it can run on any platform. PyInstaller works with almost all
Python applications. Only the minimum requirement is a Python 2.6 interpreter or greater and the PyQt library. The PyInstaller source distribution includes PyInstaller and several examples to demonstrate it's usage. PyInstaller is a tool to create standalone self-extracting windows executables from Python projects. It allows to create a single executable from a Python project, including the script's
external dependencies like modules or packages. This executable is statically linked to all the required modules at build time, so its size is small and it can run on any platform. PyInstaller works with almost all Python applications. Only the minimum requirement is a Python 2.6 interpreter or greater and the PyQt library. The PyInstaller source distribution includes PyInstaller and several
examples to demonstrate it's usage. PyInstaller is a tool to create standalone self-extracting windows executables from Python projects. It allows to create a single executable from a Python project, including the script's external dependencies like modules or packages. This executable is statically linked to all the required modules at build time, so its size is small and it can run on any platform.
PyInstaller works with almost all Python applications. Only the minimum requirement is a Python 2.6 interpreter or greater and the PyQt library. The PyInstaller source distribution includes PyInstaller and several examples to demonstrate it's usage. PyInstaller is a tool to create standalone self-extracting windows executables from Python projects. It allows to create a single executable from a
Python project, including the script's external dependencies like modules or packages. This executable is statically linked to all the required modules at build time, so its size is small and it can run on any platform. PyInstaller works with almost all Python applications. Only the minimum requirement is a Python 2.6 interpreter or greater and the PyQt library. The PyInstaller source distribution
includes PyInstaller and several examples to demonstrate it's usage. PyInstaller is a tool to create standalone self-ext
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System Requirements For PyInstaller:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista Windows XP or Windows Vista Processor: 2.0 GHz (or faster) 2.0 GHz (or faster) Memory: 2 GB (or higher) 2 GB (or higher) Hard Disk Space: 700 MB (or higher) 700 MB (or higher) Graphics Card: 2 GB (or higher) 2 GB (or higher) DirectX: 9.0c Additional Notes: For best performance, the game requires at least a 2GB graphics card. Pre-requisites:
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